1. Something that reminds you of another culture
2. Something that honors a president or leader
3. A place for someone to sit
4. A structure built from stone
1. Pinecones or something that has fallen from a tree
2. Something that stands tall and sways with the wind
3. The home of a wild creature
4. A bridge to walk on
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9. Something to create music with

10. A set of steps, stairs or something to climb

11. A leaf of many colors

12. A set of wings
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Something that reminds you of another culture
Something that honors a President or leader
A place for someone to sit
A structure built from stone
Pinecones or something that has fallen from a tree
Something that stands tall and sways in the wind
The home of a wild creature
A bridge to walk on
Something to create music on
A set of steps, stairs or something to climb
A leaf of many colors
A set of wings
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